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Sitka Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Tad Fujioka, Chairman 

214 Shotgun Alley, Sitka, AK  99835 

 
Statewide Game Proposals  
 
These are excerpts of the minutes of two meetings of the Sitka Fish & Game Advisory 
Committee held Jan 7th and 12th 2010.  While other topics were covered at these meetings, only 
the discussions related to Proposals in the Statewide Cycle A booklet are included here. 
 
These discussions refer to the following AC members and ADF&G representatives by their 
initials.  Not all people listed were present at both meetings. 
 
AC members by seat designation: 
Tad Fujioka-Trapping -Chairman  Dick Curran- Longline 
Tory O’Connell- alternate - Secretary  Karen Johnson - at large 
Floyd Tomkins -Conservation   Joel Hanson - Guide 
Randy Gluth -Hunting    Erik Bahnsen-Charter (fishing) 
Eric Jordan -alternate    Jerry Barber - Hand Troll - Vice Chair 
Jack Lorrigan - Subsistence   John Murray - Power Troll 
Pete Roddy - Shellfish   Mo Johnson - Seine 
 
ADF&G representatives: 
Phil Mooney and Suzan Bowen 
 

Summary of votes- full discussion follows 
0 Modify schedule to 3 year cycle Pass:6,4,1 

2 Repeal Black Bear Harvest Ticket Requirement Fails:0,12,1  
3 Clarify license inspection requirements Pass:11,0,2 
4  Require hunters to submit harvest tickets for deer Fail:0,13,0 
5 Issue big game harvest tickets for 8 yr and older Fail: 2,10,1 
6 Clarify the types of harvest reporting allowed Pass:11,2,0 

7 Modify proxy hunting authorization process Pass: 9,3,1 
9 Provide special provisions for disabled veterans Fail: 1,11,1 
10 Provide a special permit to disabled for taking brown 

bear with the use of bait 
Fail: 0,12,1 

11/11a Modify the permit req. for taking game for religious Passed as Amended to 11a 
and to include "clan leader" in 
section (d) (1): 13,0,0 

23 Disallow guides and ass. Guides from aerial permits 
for taking wolves 

Pass:6,1,4 

24 Modify number of bait stations may reg unit 16 Pass:6,2,2 
25 Prohibit the use of bait or scent lures near 

business… 
Pass:9,0,1 
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29 Eliminate nonresident hunting in predator control 
areas 

Pass:11,0,0 

35 Change current sealing requirements Fail: 0,11,0 
36 Change sealing requirements Fail: 0,11,0 
38  Allow sale of black bear gall bladders Fail:0,10,1 
39 Allow sale of bear hides Fail:0,11,0 
40 Allow sale of big game trophy Fail: 0,10,1 
41 Modify def of edible meat under the salvage 

requirement 
Fails: 1, 11, 1  

42 Modify the salvage requirements Fails: 0,12,1  
43 Modify the salvage requirement for big game Fails: 0,13,0 
46 Create a regulatory definition for crossbow Pass:10,0,1 
47 Remove snowy owl from unclassif. Game list Fail: 0,9,2 
 
 
Proposal 0 – change to a 3 year cycle from a 2 year cycle 
EJ – MTA move to a 3 year cycle 
JH 2nd 
EJ – Vote against it – We should go to an every year cycle.  The world is moving too fast to go 
to a 3 year cycle.  I know it makes for a lot of work for staff but I won’t support this. 
RG – I agree with EJ – I am new to this process but I think there is a lot that we don’t 
understand and there is rapid change in resources these days. 
JH – I appreciate this discussion because I hadn’t thought of it in those terms. My inclination is 
to support it because there are provisions like Agenda Change Requests that allow for 
consideration of species at risk.  One of the things that used to get the BOF bogged down was 
that there were proposals that had to be considered every year.  It would take up a huge 
amount of time. There is benefit in letting things cool off.  Most issues that take up a lot of time 
are allocative in nature, not resource conservation issues.   Contention increases if these sorts 
of proposals come up repeatedly without breaks in between. 
PR – I think going to one year cycle  on BOF would be too difficult – It would be a full time job to 
be a board member. I do think that the 3 year cycle has its problems because they are pretty 
capricious on what they accept on ACRs.  Often times the issues that we think are important 
they don't consider and things that we don't think are that important they want to take up. 
FT – Does anyone know what Ben Grussendorf thinks? He is about to step down.  
JB – I haven’t had any problem with the 2 year cycle. I would go for a 3 year cycle as opposed 
to a one year cycle.  Limited budgets are an issue and I don’t think it will hurt the cycle. 
JH ? 
6, 4,1 
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2 Repeal Black Bear Harvest Ticket Requirement –  
EJ MTA 
TO 2nd 
EJ  - the committee should go on record to oppose eliminating harvest tickets 
GB – I agree 
RG  - there was a time when they weren’t required. In some areas of the state black bears are a 
nuisance.  I see no reason that a hunter in those areas shouldn’t be allowed to harvest a bear if 
they have the opportunity if they brought in the hide into the office for sealing. Phil, any abuses? 
PM – we don’t have black bear in Unit 4 but the guides offer split hunts. In SE there has been a 
huge change in non resident pressure in black bears. Without a harvest ticket they are able to 
just come up from Prince Rupert and it has really increased pressure on the population. 
SB  - what you will see in the interior is that they are proposing to require a harvest ticket but not 
to seal the bear – this is less of a burden for hunters.   
JH – harvest tickets are statewide only? Can you have a district requirement of harvest tickets? 
SB – yes you can we already mix and match between districts 
JH – it would do away with a tool that is important in some areas, can not support 
JL  ? 
0, 13, 1 
 
3 Clarify license inspection requirements 
EJ MTA 
RG 2nd 
SB – part of this Dept proposal would require some units to have sealing requirements but not 
all. 
EJ – this is a good example of what not to do in writing a proposal.  A proposal should address 
only one issue at a time.  This ought to be three separate proposals. 
EJ? 
12, 0, 2 
  
4  Require hunters to submit harvest tickets for deer 
RG MTA 
GB 2nd  
PM – 35% of registration card are selected for further information on harvest – a questionnaire. 
We get 62-71% that are returned. This is instead of having every hunter turn in a harvest report.  
Dept feels this is a credible sampling program.  This proposal would cost more money and 
create more work for minimal gain. 
FT – why are harvest reports required for other species? 
PM – lower bag limit, high "value" registration permits for brown bear. We also do a survey of 
trappers for furbearers.  don’t want to put an attribute on them but most animals that have a non 
resident appeal have a higher bar for reporting.  
FT – data collection may not be what this guy is getting at 
RG – brought it up to stamp a no on it – they have a good deer program here. 
JL – agrees 
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TF – Do you have any concerns that folks might not remember well enough to fill out your 
survey accurately since they don't receive it until several months after their hunting.  If a hunter 
received a survey card at the same time that they picked up their deer tickets, they could write 
down each hunt went it was fresh in their mind. 
PM – this has come up with trappers – very true with a protracted season this is a lot to 
remember- but the good news from my point of view I average 200 – 300 reports that come into 
me directly because of peoples interest. We have 4000 hunters for deer so this is a substantial 
increase in cost.  I don’t feel like I’m missing data. I would always take better data but I don’t 
think this is where to spend the money. 
JM ? 
0,14 
  
5 Issue big game harvest tickets for 8 yr and older  
EJ MTA 
GB 2nd 
GB – not much in favor of, too young. 
JL – I know a couple families that let their kids shoot their deer at 8 and 9. My son's peers have 
already taken deer. I’m fine with 10  
JM – Are deer considered big game? SB – yes   
RG – at 8 or 9 they can pull the trigger but they really can’t “hunt”.  But I don’t’ think we should 
increase the harvest of deer here just to entertain young hunters.  
PM – there is a break in ages on comprehensive on testing 
FT – sounds as if there is an issue of who owns the bag limit – why is this important. 
TO – this would allow an increase in bag limits and I don’t think this is a good idea 
EJ ? 
2, 10, 1 
 
6 Clarify the types of harvest reporting allowed 
JM MTA 
GB 2nd  
JB – cleans up the language so we should adopt. 
EJ- another example of trying to put more than one issue into a single proposal. 
TO – is this about technicians not having badges?  
PM – the regs were too specific about components needed for hunting 
FT – concrete here – at Redoubt can the weir technicians are limited to photographing ak 
numbers on boats no they can ask to see licenses? PM no they are FS and this is only for game 
RG – so any ADF&G employee can ask for your identification?   
EJ ? 
11, 2, 0 
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7 Modify proxy hunting authorization process 
TO MTA 
GB 2nd 
TO – why do they have to reapply every year 
PM – we are not allowed to store this information every year. We have no means to go around 
that.  So the Dept wants to take no action.  
RG  - does a person that is disabled have to show up in the office?  
PM – no they don’t have to be there, they just need a copy of the form. 
JL – can the person sign a waiver of the confidentiality requirement? PM – no but they can have 
a copy of the form made, but they will still need to submit one every year.  
EJ ? 
9, 3, 1 
 
9 Provide special provisions for disabled veterans  
JL MTA 
RG 2nd 
PM – we are already meeting the need of disabled veterans; this proposal is too broad.  
FT – how do you distinguish between combat disabled versus disabled veterans? 
SB – other regs are for disabled veterans, not specifically combat disabled 
TO ? 
1, 11, 1 
 
10 Provide a special permit to disabled for taking brown bear with the use of bait  
RG mta 
JH 2nd 
RG – foolish to create special regulations when there are plenty of game opportunity without 
baiting brown bear for a special circumstance.  This passes the limit of what is reasonable 
consideration to give to a disabled hunter. 
JB – if this was for a species for edible meat I might view it differently 
? JK 
0,13,0 
 
11 Modify the permit req. for taking game for religious  
JL MTA 
GB 2nd 
PM – rewrite language to make the Board's intent clear as there has been some legal 
judgments that don’t allow the taking of big game unless there is a CNT finding. That conflicts 
with the constitution. 
JL – paragraph 1 under d. should include "clan leader" because we don’t have tribal chiefs in 
Southeast. 
Motion to amend: add Clan Leader for Southeast Tribal Structures 
? 
13, 0, 0 
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EJ – I think what Jack was suggesting was to amend 11a (Department amendment) Substitute 
11a for 11 with Jack’s amendment. JH 2nd 
EJ? 
13, 0 substitute 11A for 11 
Proposal 11A as amended by Jack 
13, 0 
 
23 Disallow guides and ass. Guides from aerial permits for taking wolves –  
TO mta 
DC  2nd 
TO: consistent with what we have done with charter captains 
JB – I agree with Tory but I don’t care if we vote or skip this one. 
? 
6,1,4 
  
24 Modify number of bait stations reg unit 16 -   
JL mta, GB 2nd 
RG – I don’t have a problem with hunting with bait and we have a predator problem in this area, 
I would support the Dept on this 
FT – is there a sunset clause if there is an overharvest?  SB – sunset clause every 5 years 
MJ – wasting time on this it is Cook Inlet 
? 
6,2,2 
  
25 Prohibit the use of bait or scent lures near business  
EJ MTA 
RG 2nd 

? 
9,0,1 
 
28-30 Eliminate nonresident hunting in predator control area  
RG MTA prop 28 – three year sunset before they can change it. Ungulates are down, 
nonresidents getting a lot of game.  Predator control areas are expensive to maintain. 
EJ 2nd – I support this.  The idea that somebody would fly to Alaska on a jet that burns lots of 
hydrocarbons, run around in small planes that burn more carbon to get an animal that we spend 
a lot of money on a predator control program so that local people can have something to eat is 
ridiculous. 
DC – if things are bad enough that you have shoot wolves from airplanes you shouldn’t be 
providing for a nonresident opportunity.  
RG – this proposal locks them into three years before ADF&G can change the status I don t 
know if that is necessary.  
TO – I agree with no nonresident hunting in predator control area 
MJ – why are we voting on this.  None of the predator control areas are in our local area? 
EJ -getting late, move to table  
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RG 2nd 

10,0,0 to table 
General discussion resumed at next meeting.  After lengthy discussion of the three proposals 
and their differences, we agreed that we did not fully understand the subtle variations between 
them, but we strongly agreed with the primary concept.  The elimination of non-resident harvest 
should occur before the costly last-resort tool of predator control.  We chose to vote on Proposal 
29 in order to show support for the work of our fellow Advisory Committee. 
PR – mta 29 
RG 2nd 
EJ: ? 
12, 0, 0 
2nd 
No action on 28 or 30 because the theme is the same as 29; BOG is to understand our strong 
support for the general concept behind all three proposals. 
 
35 sealing requirements 
JB  MTA 
RG 2nd 
JB  - there is no quality control and I think the agency needs this data. 
RG – I agree, ADF&G bases all their management on hide information. 
TO ? 
0, 11, 0 
 
36 sealing requirement 
JB - MTA 
RG – 2nd 
JH?- It's the same as 35. 
0, 11, 0 
 
38 allow  the sale of black bear gallbladders 
PR MTA 
RG 2nd 
PR – I'm sure there is some of this trade going on already – legitimizing it will just increase 
pressure on black bear population and then brown bear population. It is a very bad idea. Next 
they will be selling bear paws. It is not supposed to be a commercial harvest. 
RG – I agree. They want to have skins, skulls, gall bladders. It lends itself to abuse. Black bear 
are consumed and they shouldn’t be subject to commercial trade of opportunity. 
JB? 
0, 10, 1 
TF – I saw some philosophical problems with wasting of a valuable resource when other parts of 
the animal are not allowed to be wasted. Perhaps we are being blind to the values of cultures. 
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39 Allow the sale or barter of tanned bear hides 

JB MTA 
PR 2nd 

JB – I don’t like this one because this includes brown bears and that would increase pressure  - 
you can shoot it to eat and/or keep the hide but to sell hides increases pressure on population. 
FT – bear hides can be donated , commerce doesn’t need to be considered, so this increases 
the pressure on the populations (increases corrupting influences). 
0,10,1 
 
40 Allow the sale or barter of big game trophies  
PR – MTA 
JB – 2nd 
PR – same as the above. 
JL? 
0,10,1 
 
Proposal 41.  Modify definition of salvageable meat under the salvage requirements. 

Phil Mooney (ADF&G): Pt Hope slaughter was part of the issue. Language allowed 15 days to 
process but it didn’t say what was to happen after the 15 days. Assistant Attny General didn’t 
allow prosecution. Sue Bowan (ADF&G) – there are actually 3 regs – salvage, edible meat, and 
time.  
Randy Gluth – is there an issue on edible meat and wasting disease? Phil Mooney – not an 
issue on edible meat for deer.  
Phil Mooney – thinks intent on books is fine right now; hunters in Sitka could find someone to 
salvage meat instead of dumping it if for some reason they were unable to salvage the meat 
themselves.  Disease is not a big issue in SE at all. 
Jack Lorrigan –other states allow hunters to report meat that had wasting disease so they don’t 
run into salvage violations.  The hunter gets a replacement tag.  This isn't as much an issue in a 
4 or 6 deer a year hunt, but could be an issue in areas of one bag limit for moose etc 
Tad Fujioka – do you think the intent on the books  is not what is really stated in regulations (ie 
Atty General ruling)? 
Phil Mooney – never can tell what will happen in court but our feeling is the definition is fine and 
if we try and fix loop holes might break something that doesn’t need fixing.  Regulations aren’t 
going to fix the few unethical hunters. 
GB MTA JL 2nd 
1, 11, 1 
Motion fails 
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42 Modify the salvage requirements 
EJ MTA, RG 2nd 
It is not clear if the Board would have the authority to regulate what happens to meat once its 
processed (personal private property) so the Dept has no recommendation.   
? EJ 
0, 12, 1 
Motion fails 
 
43 Salvage 
JL MTA 
RG 2nd 
JL – This goes against everything that we stand for. This allows target practice. 
JM – what are the rules for edible black bear – SB – this is very complicated but it is spelled out 
in detail in the regs. 
EJ – I grew up with the motto if you shot it you ate it – I don’t support this proposal  
JL – they should have been more specific if there was an issue with a particular hunt 
JH ? 
0,13, 0 
 
 
46 – What is a crossbow. 
PR MTA 
RG 2nd 
PR- it should be defined. If you are going to prohibit the use you should know what that entails. 
FT – ADF&G recommends deferring this 
JB? 
10,0,1 
 
47 – Remove snowy owl from game listing 
PR – MTA 
JL 2nd 
PR – for time immemorial snowy owl has been part of the diet of the Eskimo population.   No 
need to change that. 
JL – the treaty allows for harvest 
0,9,2 
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Northern Norton Sound Advisory Committee Meeting 
Monday, November 23, 2009, 2:00 p.m. 
Kawerak New Board Room, Nome 
Approved minutes, 5 pages 
 
Roy Ashenfelter, Charles Lean, Adem Boeckman, Robert Madden, Jr., 
Daniel Stang, Charlie Saccheus, Tom Gray, Jack Fagerstrom, William Jones 
by phone from Shishmaref. 
DFG:  Jim Menard, Scott Kent, Letty Hughes, Peter Bente, Susan Bucknell, 
Brendon Scanlon, Sports Fish-online from Fairbanks. 
Members of the Public (MOP): Julie Raymond-Yakoubian, Tim Smith, Ken 
Hughes III from Teller, Laureli Kineen of KNOM Radio, Loretta Bullard (later). 
 
Chairman Ashenfelter called the meeting to order about 2:00 p.m. 
 
Two items were added to the agenda:  Review of BOG actions, and BOF 
Proposal 116, Area M bycatch. 
 
Letty Hughes reviewed actions of the Board of Game at the Nome meeting.  
Tom Gray said the committee has to make sure their previous comments on 
edible meat and salvage requirements get to the statewide BOG. * see 
below 
Adem wondered why the board opened the brown bear season year round 
for Barrow but wouldn't extend 22C by a month. He said our AC represents 
about 100 years of game use in this area and some members are frustrated 
at not being heard.  
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There was more discussion of BOG issues. Adem said that trophy 
destruction takes gas money away from subsistence users. He suggested if 
they're concerned with bears in 22C, why not set a quota based on harvest 
over the last ten years.  
There was discussion that the statewide meeting is the right meeting for a 
letter to the board about the resident hunting license requirements. 

 
*Comments on edible meat by Northern Norton Sound Fish and Game 
Advisory Committee Tuesday, October 27, 3:00 pm, 2009, Kawerak New 
Board Room, Nome: 
 
Proposal 34 from Fall BOG Fails 0/11 Mike moved and Chuck seconded 
 Mike Q. asked Magdanz to introduce this one. Jim said that under this 
proposal, meat from diseased animals would not be defined as "edible meat" 
if reported to the department within 48 hours. One problem is that changing 
a definition belongs at a statewide BOG meeting, not a regional meeting. Jim 
noted that the 48 hour provision was an amendment being discussed by the 
department.  
 Mike Q. said currently you have to choose before you pull the trigger. 
Tim said this makes every hunter a pathologist. Brian Miller said DPS 
opposes this; to prosecute a wanton waste case requires showing intent and 
this proposal would make enforcement very difficult. 
 Nate asked about reporting inedible meat now? Magdanz said 
currently you have to salvage it. Charlie Lean said when he used to work at 
DFG, and people would bring flawed meat, the department would say okay, 
because they showed their intent. Charlie said this proposal was not specific 
enough.  
 Jim Magdanz told of photos from Kotzebue of a caribou shoulder with 
an enormous abscess inside which wasn't obvious to the hunter when he 
shot it.  Mike Wade told of getting bad caribou that looked to be healthy 
when he shot it. He packed it out, but his wife wouldn't eat it.  
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Saxman Fish and Game Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes – January 12, 2009 
05:00 PM ADF&G Conference Room 

 
5:45 – Meeting called to order by Charles Denny 
 Roll Call: 
  1. Lloyd Gossman 
  2. Clay Slanaker 
  3. William Johnson 
  4. John Scoblic 
 Other persons present:  Steve Bethune – ADF&G/Craig, Greg Garcia – AWT 
Ketchikan, Jeremy Baum - AWT Ketchikan, Boyd Porter ADF&G – Ketchikan, and 
Shannon Stone – ADF&G via Teleconference. 
 
 Quorum Established 
 
I.   Chair Denny called for items to be added to Meeting Agenda – None added. 
  A. Agenda approved 

B. Chair Denny called for items to be set for next Meeting - None 
presented. 

C. Last meeting minutes of December 17, presented for approval. 
 Lloyd Gossman made motion to approve – John Scoblic seconded and 

motion carries unanimous. 
 
II. Charles Denny Gave Chairman’s report starting with discussion of time frame for  

Federal Subsistence Meeting. This meeting will be held in Ketchikan March 16-
18. Chair Denny will attend.  

 
III. Agenda item - Unfinished Business. 

A. Boyd Porter handed out copies of State of Alaska Letter to US    
Department of the interior. It contains the State Comments and  
Recommendations being supported for the Federal Review of the 
Federal Subsistence Management Program in Alaska. Saxman’s current 
subsistence status was discussed and it was noted that the timeline for 
Federal Review comments was extended from December 31, 2009 to 
January 14, 2010.  
 
Clay Slanaker commented this period was to short and Shannon Stone    
said comments will be accepted late by the review board. Members of 
the committee would review and then a Saxman AC meeting was 
scheduled for January 19th at 6:00 pm at present location.  
 
Clay made motion to table until that meeting, William Johnson    
seconded motion which was carried with unanimous consent. Shannon 
going to ask Lucy to get meeting minutes and will do notifications for 
meeting. Charles Denny will post signs for meeting. 
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B.  Board of Game Proposed changes to meeting cycle and proposal   
deadline were discussed after Boyd Porter presentation. Boyd noted 
the meeting were to be held on a 3 year cycle instead of current annual 
meetings. He also discussed “Annual” proposal deadlines which he 
likes.. 

Comments:  John Scoblic - liked idea as it would be similar to current BOF cycle and 
proposal scheduling. He said it would make for universal cycle scheduling 
process with BOG and BOF having off set years to prevent meeting 
conflicts. 

 Clay Slanaker - commented he liked idea as currently participating in the 
process becomes overwhelming. 

 Lloyd Gossman - commented on danger of waiting 3 years to correct 
possible bad decisions that could have negative impacts.  
Both Boyd and Shannon presented additional information relative to 
proposed changes. 
 
John Scoblic made motion to support both current Cycle and proposal 
deadline changes with second by Clay Slanaker. Discussion followed with 
clay noting there are less allocative problems with BOG and process was 
not as political. He noted participation in processes would be more time 
affective. Lloyd noted he would support as there are less commercial 
interests in BOG issues. Questions was called and motion carried with 
unanimous support for both Cycle and proposal deadline changes. 
 

IV.   Agenda item – New Business  
 

A.  Board of Game Statewide Proposals with Deadline January 15th. Boyd Porter  
      presented proposals. 

 
Proposal 1 - Support – Requiring hunter education for using crossbows.  
 
Clay made a motion in support of proposal with John Scoblic seconding 

Discussion Summary: 
Lloyd asked if hunter education would be available. Boyd said yes as he currently 
provides similar education for Bow and Arrow. John asked about number of users. 
Jeremy responded with his history of little contact with Cross bow users. Clay made 
comment that this change in regulations would not be a big factor for resource. 
 
No further discussion. Question was called. Motion was carried with unanimous support. 
 
Proposal 2 –Opposed - Repeal of black bear harvest ticket requirement.  
 
John Scoblic made a Motion in support of the Proposal with William seconding. 

Discussion Summary: 
Boyd gave department reasons for supporting data gathering. Jeremy of AWT also 
expressed support from his perspective for anything to improve data. John Scoblic 
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supported departmental perspective as they had to manage process . William said this 
could be put in place and changed later with few problems after a review period. Clay 
Slanaker commented how the Black bear hunts were a money maker and anything to 
improve hunt process should be supported. He noted a repeal of this would lessen the 
information and clarified that a vote to support would lesson data gathering. The question 
was called on the motion.  
Motion was opposed unanimously. 
 
Proposal 3 – Support - Housekeeping to update reporting requirements, clarify possession 
of moose, sheep and black bear harvest reports and uncouple black bear harvest 
report/ticket requirement from black bear sealing.  
 
Lloyd Gossman made motion to support with John Scoblic seconding. 

Discussion Summary: 
Boyd presented as housekeeping item. John Scoblic made comments in support because 
it does provide housekeeping by ADF&G. No further comments. Question called. 
Motion carried with unanimous support. 
 
Proposal 4 – Opposed - Require hunters to submit harvest reports for deer. 
 
Clay Slanaker made a motion to support with John Scoblic second. 
 Discussion Summary: 
Boyd presented this issue and finished by saying his department was undecided on this 
issue. Charles asked about incidental kill such as road kills. Boyd said they were not 
counted. Clay Slanaker asked how the general deer populations are statewide. He noted 
this might indicate if current reporting process was working. Boyd noted that deer 
populations were low in some areas like Kodiak because of heavy snows and that deer 
populations were cyclical and varied over periods of time. Clay note he would be against 
this motion as it may be unproductive and burdensome. No further discussion. Question 
called. 
Motion was opposed unanimously. 
 
Proposal 5 – Opposed - Lower the age for youth hunters to receive big game harvest 
tickets.  
 
Boyd presented proposal and Lloyd made a motion to Support with Clay Slanaker 
seconding. 
 Discussion Summary:  
Boyd explained the young person would still have to hunt under adult supervision until 
16 then could hunt on his own. Clay and John were against because age level in proposal 
was to young. It was noted 8 year olds were difficult to educate. John stated he would 
oppose due to maturity and physical issues faced by that young of a hunter. Jeremy said 
this could allow an 8 year old to hunt alone. No further discussion. Question Called. 
Motion was opposed unanimously. 
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Proposal 6 –Opposed - Housekeeping to clarify what must be presented for inspection 
upon request by a department employee or peace officer of the State. Boyd presented as 
housekeeping. John Scoblic made a motion to support proposal with Lloyd Seconding. 
 
 Discussion Summary: 
John said he would support this as a housekeeping issue. Clay Slanaker then said this is 
more “Big Brother” government intrusion. He would be against this motion as he doesn’t 
see any benefit. John said he liked idea of proof of legality. Boyd said this helps 
Department in areas where there is cross over of areas of game management. Clay 
reiterated his position and said it is equal to an invasion of privacy. Jeremy asked why as 
this would stretch out staff and make for more affective management. Clay said this was 
an extension of power and not housekeeping. John Scoblic noted he would not support 
this proposal. Discussion also focused on how to identify employees in the field as 
enforcement and potential for conflict. Both issues raised concerns with AC members. 
The question was called. No further discussion. 
The Motion was opposed unanimously 
 
7:30 pm - GROUP TOOK A 5 MINUTE RECESS – Back in session at 7:35 pm 
 
Proposal 7 – Opposed  but would support with amended language (see discussion 
summary and following motion)- Modify the proxy authorization wording and 
requirements. John Scoblic made a motion to support with Lloyd Gossman seconding.  
  
 Discussion Summary: 
Boyd presented the proposal and noted changes. Jeremy explained their currently was a 
lack of system for maintaining this proposal on an annual basis. Clay suggested changing 
language but after further explanation by Boyd, Clay said he wouldn’t support. Clay said 
opening for proxy hunts by people who have died could exist. Clay suggested confirming 
disability every 5 years. 
 
John Scoblic made a motion to amend his original support motion to include language 
that will require Permanent Disability be confirmed every 5 years. Clay seconded 
Motion. No further discussion.  
 
Question called on Motion to support with amended language including 5-year 
requirement for confirming permanent disability.  
Motion carried with unanimous consent. 
 
Question called on Motion to support original proposal.  
The motion was Opposed unanimously. 
 
Proposal 8 – Opposed - Expand proxy hunt to include immediate family members. Boyd 
explained proposal. John Scoblic made a motion to support with Clay Slanaker 
seconding. 
 
 Discussion Summary: 
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Clay Slanaker, John, and William all expressed there was to much room for abuse of the 
proxy hunt process should this be put into place. It was noted that a family can only eat 
so much before an animal is wasted. Families should only harvest what they can use. 
Lloyd said we should manage the game in a conservative manner and the potential for a 
family taking more than they can use shouldn’t be put out there.  The Question was called 
and there was no further discussion. 
The motion was Opposed unanimously 
 
Proposal 9 –  No Action - Proposed regulation changes for disabled and combat Veterans. 
Boyd gave review of this proposal and said his Department felt it was pretty “undefined”. 
John Scoblic made a motion to Support with Lloyd Seconding. 
 
 Discussion Summary: 
John thought the same as the Department and that the change was pretty undefined. The 
numbers of permits was discussed and it appears only 3 to 5 per year. Clay also felt the 
language needed clarifying and questioned need for action. John Scoblic then changed his 
original motion with approval from Lloyd who had seconded to recommend that the 
committee take no action on this proposal. It was felt we shouldn’t disallow because of 
the Veteran’s but didn’t like allowing as the language was undefined. The Question was 
called with no further discussion being given. 
The motion to take no action on this proposal carried with unanimous consent. 
 
Proposal 10 – Opposed - Was missing from the documents presented but given verbally 
by Boyd Porter. The Proposal was for exemptions for methods and means and would 
allow brown bear to be taken over bait. Clay made a motion to support and John Scoblic 
seconded. 
 
 Discussion Summary: 
Boyd said the department was against hunting of brown bears over bait. There is too 
much can go wrong and especially with disabled hunters trying to take this large of an 
animal. Everyone agreed this did not need to be changed and the question was called. 
No further discussion. 
The motion to support was Opposed unanimously. 
 
Proposal 11 – Support - Defined the process for taking of big game for certain religious 
ceremonies. John Scoblic made a motion to support with second by Clay Slanaker. 
 
 Discussion Summary: 
Boyd Porter reviewed this proposal noting that this could make it easier to obtain a 
Potlatch Permit. He also pointed out that this is limited to Deer, Moose, and Caribou. 
He also pointed out that he only gets about 5 requests per year. Both William Johnson 
and Charles Denny felt there would be no problem with this proposal. William noted we 
don’t have Caribou in Southeast and few Moose in our area. The Question was called. 
No further discussion. 
The motion to support carried with unanimous consent. 
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Proposal 12 – No Action - Modify the requirements for taking Potlatch Moose. John 
Scoblic made a motion to support with Lloyd seconding.  
 
 Discussion Summary: 
After Boyd’s explanation the group felt no action was necessary because of Proposal 11. 
John modified his Motion to take no action on this proposal with Lloyd as second 
agreeing to the change of Motion.  The Question was called with no further discussion. 
The motion to take no action on this proposal carried with unanimous consent. 
 

B. The time frame for the State Board of Game was given as January 29 to  
February 1st. After some discussion it was decided Clay Slanaker would go to 
Anchorage BOG meeting on behalf of the Saxman AC. 
 
William made a motion to send Clay to the Anchorage meeting with John 
Scoblic seconding. The question was Called with no discussion.  
The Motion to carried with unanimous consent. 

  
C. The next meeting of the Saxman AC is to be held Tuesday January 19, 2010 

at the ADF&G meeting room. 
 
Meeting Adjourned at 8:55 pm. 

 
Minutes taken by Lloyd Gossman (Vice Chair) 
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Northern Seward Peninsula Advisory Committee Meeting 
 

Northern Seward Peninsula Advisory Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, January 19 at 2:00 p.m. 

by teleconference 
 
Draft Minutes, 2 pages 
 
By phone from Buckland: Percy Ballot, Eunice Hadley and Delbert Thomas, Sr.  
By phone from Selawik: George Sheldon and pretty soon, Clyde Ramoth 
Kotzebue DFG staff: Charlotte Westing, Susan Bucknell 
By phone from Fairbanks DFG: Brendon Scanlon 
 
Charlotte reviewed the pilot orientation being drafted, and asked for information to 
include from their region. Percy said we don't want wasted meat. Hunters should give it 
away, if they don't want it, but keep it in edible condition. Or dry it. 
Good idea to send maps out to the IRAs for communities to identify areas of concern. For 
Buckland it's where they can boat to. They can't get further up the river by boat late in the 
fall, so it's mostly closer above the village that's an area of concern. And below the 
village. 
 
BOG Statewide Proposals 
35 and 36 - No action 
Percy said we just take bears for meat or if they're terrorizing a camp. 
(Clyde arrived at this point.) 
 
38 Fails 0/5 Moved by Clyde, seconded by Eunice 
Percy wondered if village IRAs would be elegible as non-profits to receive funds, but 
didn't want to open up sales of gall bladders - if it's legalized there might be more wanton 
waste. Clyde agreed, we don't want to make any excuse for anyone to cut out 
gallbladders. 
 
39 and 40 Failed 0/5 Moved by Clyde, seconded by George 
People asked about making crafts; Charlotte said it's already legal to sell things you 
make, just not trophies. 
 
41 Passes as amended  5/0  
Charlotte said that now only bloodshot meat can be left as inedible. Proposal 43 seeks to 
include diseased meat. Other ACs are concerned about that being used as an excuse for 
wasting meat. She reviewed the amendments of the Kotzebue AC: 
-disease means transmissible to humans 
-leave only diseased parts, bring in the rest 
-apply only for caribou, only in Units 23 and 26A 
-require hunter to report to DPS within 48 hours 
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-no trophy salvage if meat is left 
Moved by Clyde, seconded by Eunice, to pass with those amendments. 
 
42 No action 
 
43 Failed 0/5 Moved by Clyde, seconded by Eunice 
Percy said it's clear to oppose this one. 
 
47 Fails 0/5 Moved by Clyde, seconded by Eunice 
Charlotte introduced the proposal. Clyde asked if owls are taken for food or for cultural 
use? Percy said some of their elders used to eat them, not too many left that do that. He 
asked if owl populations are okay. If there's no problem, committee wants to leave this 
the same, keep owls available for the few who use them. 
 
Board of Fisheries Proposal 68  Passed as amended, to apply sport fish bag limits. 
Brendon Scanlon reviewed the proposal. He said that in northern Norton Sound a free 
permit is required and sport fish bag limits apply, but not on the Kuskokwim. Proposal 68 
would include the Selawik, Buckland, Kobuk and Noatak rivers, and be open to all 
Alaska residents. 
Brendon said the department is neutral, but would recommend daily sport fish bag limits. 
Clyde said on the Selawik 95% of us rod and reel sometimes, but it's food for the table 
and the freezer, it's not sport fishing. He'd worry about the numbers of fish taken, and 
about waste that could attract black bears. He could support as long as we have law 
enforcement so there's not problems. Moved by Clyde, seconded by Eunice 
 
Percy asked for clarity on the non-resident bag limit for caribou. Charlotte said it went 
from one to two, and some ACs are drafting a letter to the BOG to express their concerns 
about that. 
Percy said caribou are dwindling, we should write a letter also. Discussed that it was 
Proposal 26 passed at the November BOG meeting. Percy said he'll discuss it with the 
IRA and will draft a letter for Ron to sign, or the whole committee to sign. Something 
simple, others can add to it. Clyde will get with Percy with additions. 
 
Next meeting, election of officers. 
 
Percy thanked everybody for working to keep the resources healthy. 
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Copper Basin Fish & Game Advisory Committee 

 

 
SEAN PARNELL, GOVERNOR 
 
 
Don Horrell, Chair 
PO Box 364 
Glennallen, AK 99588 
Home:  907-822-3277 
Email:  trtp@cvinternet.net 

 
January 5, 2010 

Minutes 
 
Call to Order: 
 
The meeting of the Copper Basing Fish and Game Advisory Committee was called to order at 5:10 
p.m. at the Tazlina Community Hall in Tazlina, Alaska. 
 
Roll Call: 
Don Horrell, Chair Roy S Ewan 
Chuck  McMahan, Vice Chair Loren Bell 
Karen Linnell, Secretary Nick Jackson 
Nathan Woodcock Mike Roscovius 
Dave Sarafin Dave Bruss 
Jim Odin Bruce Dickerson 
Mel Matthews Fred Williams (Absent) 
Jim Fimple (Absent) 
 
Others Present: 
Alysia White Elmer Marshall 
Robert Fithian Barbara Cellarius, NPS 
Bob Toby, ADF&G Becky Schwanke, ADF&G 
Jon Simeon, ADF&G Gloria Stickwan, Ahtna 
Ken Johns, Ahtna Mark Sommerville, ADF&G 
 
A  quorum is established. 
 
For the record:  Notice of Meeting was on the radio and posted at the Glennallen, Gakona and 
Copper Center Post Offices. 
 
Elections: 
Don Horrell announced that the following terms have expired and are up for re-election: 
 

Loren Bell, Tazlina 
Dave Bruss, Chitina 
Roy S Ewan, Gakona 
Bruce Dickerson, Tolsona 
Jim Fimple, Alternate 
Nathan Woodcock, Alternate 
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Bruce Dickerson moved to open nominations.  Loren Bell seconded. 
 
Chuck McMahan nominated Dave Bruss for Chitina and asked for uninamous consent.  Seconded 
by Loren Bell.  No opposition. 
 
Bruce nominated Roy S Ewan and asked for unanimous consent.  Seconded by Mike Roscovius.  
No opposition. 
 
Bruce nominated Loren Bell and asked for unanimous consent. Seconded by Mike Roscovius.  No 
opposition. 
 
Jim Oden nominated Bruce Dickerson for Tolsona and asked for unanimous consent.  Seconded by 
Mike Roscovius.  No opposition. 
 
Bruce nominated Jim Fimple for alternate asking unanimous consent.  Seconded by Chuck 
McMahan.  No opposition. 
 
Copper Center 
Karen Linnell nominated Alysia White.  Seconded by Chuck McMahan 
Chuck McMahan nominated Nathan Woodcock.  Second Mike Roscovius 
 
Nathan Woodcock is the new Copper Center representative, Alysia White is the Alternate. 
 
Election of Officers. 
Don Horrell nominated Chuck McMahan for Chair.   
Mike Roscovius moved to close nominations.  Seconded by Nick Jackson, motion carried. 
 
Chuck nominated Mel Mathews for Vice Chair.  Seconded by Mike Roscovius.  
Jim Oden moved to close nominations.  Seconded by Nick Jackson, motion carried 
 
Loren Bell nominated Karen Linnell, seconded by Don Horrell. 
Mike Roscovius moved to close nominations.  Seconded by Nick Jackson, motion carried. 
 
ADF&G Staff Report 
Bob Tobey reported that the wolf count is decreasing and therefore the moose count is rising.  The 
bull to cow ratio is in good shape.  Unit 13 is under the intensive management; which the objective 
is to manage the area to increase the Moose & Caribou for human consumption. 
 
Estimating that the 2009 moose harvest is around 850 moose; inclusive of the Ahtna Community 
Harvest, the drawing hunts, the general hunt, and the non-resident drawing hunt.  Expect to see in 
an increase in drawing permits. 
 
If they continue to see a rise in the population…they may be recommending a drawing cow hunt for 
2011.  This is an allocation issue, and may be an adjustment in the allocation.  These drawing hunts 
will be in a very remote area.  Want to limit the moose density in specific areas.  Harvests are up; 
may allocate more this year, bulls only. 
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Chuck asked about the objective to 1050 to 2000.  Is that to meet the harvest objectives?  Bob said 
that we are reaching near maximum of sustainable resources.  Habitat will not support an over 
abundance of moose population.    
 
Questions regarding relaxing Moose hunt requirements.  Three brow tines, anybulls?  There are too 
many hunters and population can be decimated in one year.  This would be run similar to the 
Caribou hunt; when the objective level is met, the permit cow hunt will be implemented, when 
numbers drop, the permit hunts will be closed. 
 
How will the cow hunt affect the wolf control?  What if the BOG decides to stop wolf control?  If 
that happens, the cow hunt will be stopped.  It takes about 3 years for the Wolf population to 
recover after the wolf control is stopped.   
 
There was a question as to when the counts were done.  Wolf counts are done in the spring after 
trapping.  Moose populations are counted right after the rut in the fall. 
 
Board of Game, Bob Fithian doesn’t see that the BOG will pull away from those active 
management programs.   
 
Caribou: Population is at 34,000 we’re about 1,000 below our objective.  We closed the cow hunt of 
caribou; we’re not sure why were not getting those numbers.  Caribou is getting stressed in the 
winter.  With the fires of 2004, it has changed the caribou migration.  They are stressed over loss of 
habitat.  We’re looking at investigating why the numbers are not rising.   
 
Questions on Federal Management and how they manage; if the state recommends a harvestable 
amount, the BLM usually follows it.   Bob has heard that there has been an allocation for BLM for 
studies.   
 
Bears: 154 taken in 2008-09, 13A research done.  Not all bears are moose killers.  We have a very 
productive bear population.  As many are harvested, the count returns. 
 
Mat-Su is involved in reorganizing breaking up region II, basically pull Anchorage and Kenai and 
make it one region, 13, 14B, A, 16, 17 and make Region IV.  Intensive Management rural areas can 
be in a like area; suggesting that  Region II, population centers; Region IV, rural areas (predator 
control). 
 
Federal Proposals in Unit 11/13 
Don Horrell introduced Barbara Cellarius from the Wrangell St-Elias Natational Park.  She brought 
a few federal proposals up for review to the committee’s attention.  Although the comment period 
has past, we can send comments into Barb Cellarius and she will forward on to the South Central 
RAC. 
 
Federal Proposal 27, Federal harvest of caribou limit is 2 per person; this proposes a change to 1 
caribou per person.  Justification: to allow harvest to spread throughout the communities.  
 
Mike Roscovius moved to support Proposal 27, seconded by Bruce Dickerson.   
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Discussion: With Tier I, you are not eligible for 4 more years.  A lot of people depend on caribou, 
are not putting in for Tier I and are depending on Federal hunt to get their caribou.  One per person; 
may be putting the cart before the horse; we should wait to see what types of land status changes 
will occur before we make any changes.  The Rural/Non-Rural status is reviewed every 10 years, 
the Federal Board will be revisiting the Rural Non-Rural Use and C&T in the next couple of years.  
Motion carried with a vote of 7 to 5 in favor of proposal. 
 
Discussion on how communities get C&T determinations.  Any changes will have to go through the 
proposal process.  Until land status has been finalized, there isn’t a whole lot that we can look at 
today. 
 
The Subsistence Resource Commission is being reviewed by Secretary of Interior; composition is 
set is in ANILCA, 3 by the Governor, 3 by Secretary of Interior, and 3 by the Regional Advisory 
Councils. 
 
Federal Proposal 28 proposes that Federal Moose in 13B is set to 1 per person be changed to 1 per 
household and lengthens the season to Aug 20 to 9/30.  Current dates are August 1 – Sept 20th. 
Mike Roscovius moved to support Proposal 28 seconded by Chuck McMahan.  State is opposed to 
this changing of dates.  Mike Roscovius moves to amend the season from August 1 to September 
20th, seconded by Bruce Dickerson.  Motion to amend carries with 11 for and 1 against. Amended 
motion passes 12 to 0. 
 
Federal Proposals 29 and 30 are regarding brown and black bear.  Federal program uses C&T as to 
who can hunt where.  These two proposals add 2 sections of road, South of Sanford River, Tok 
Cutoff Road, and Nabesna road to C&T determination.  Justification:  They live just across the 
watershed divide and fall in the Upper Tanana and Upper Copper River region. 
 
Chuck moves to support Proposal 29 and 30 seconded by Bruce Dickerson.  Motion fails with 2 for 
and 10 against. 
 
Federal Proposal 34, Wolverine trapping proposal proposes to undo a change made a couple of 
years ago that ties Wolverine and Lynx trapping dates. Right now, if there is a change in Lynx 
trapping dates, it would change wolverine trapping dates.  Nov 10-Feb 28 for wolverine.  No action 
taken. 
 
Federal Prop 90 is similar to the bear proposals, C&T Proposal for people who live on Tok Cutoff 
Road and do not have for Caribou.  Chuck moves to support proposal 90, seconded by Bruce 
Dickerson.  Motion fails with 0 for and 12 against. 
 
State Proposals 
Proposal 2- Repeal the need to obtain a harvest ticket, prior to harvesting of black bear.  State is 
trying to obtain harvest data.  They have no population data to base any arguments on in the court. 
 
Mike Roscovius moved to adopt Proposal 2, seconded by Bruce Dickerson.  Motion failed 0 to 12. 
 
Proposal 5- lower the age for harvest ticket from 10 to 8.  Right now, they have to take a hunter 
education class.  Mike Roscovius moved to adopt proposal 5, seconded by Bruce Dickerson.  
Motion failed 0 to 12. 
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Comments: Most youth at 8 years do not have the maturity or capability of passing that 
hunter education course. 

 
Proposal 11-Fish and Game Proposal; removes C&T Use, changed big game to Caribou, Deer and 
Moose, request letter of authorization prior to taking of any animal. 
 
Mike Roscovius moved to adopt proposal 11, seconded Nick Jackson.  Motion carries 12 to 0. 

 
Comments:  This clearly defines allowable game and requires an authorization prior to the 
taking of an animal.  It may aid in reducing abuse or miscommunication. 

 
Chuck McMahan moved to adopt proposal 12, seconded by Nick Jackson. Motion fails 0 to 12. 

Comments: This is not a subsistence food gathering, it is a religious ceremony and people 
should be able to practice and harvest their meat for religious ceremony where they live and 
practice those religious ceremonies.   

 
Chuck McMahan moved to adopt Proposal 14, seconded by Bruce Dickerson.  Motion withdrawn; 
no action taken.   
 

Comments:  Support use of Potlatch hunt.  Needs to be more closely monitored and permits 
written.  Need to have this proposal more clearly written or defined.  Does this affect others 
that come into the area, they should have to follow these same regulations.  Caucusing with 
BOG and other AC’s may be a good place to work some of this out. 

 
Nick Jackson excused at 9:06 PM 
Alysia White is sitting in.   
 
Bruce Dickerson moved to adopt Proposal 23, seconded by Mel Matthews.  Motion fails 0 to 12. 
 

Comments: This harvest that should be left to professionals for safety issues, it should be 
people that are well versed in the area and terrain regardless of employment.  People that are 
given permits are closely monitored.  This is discriminatory against rural residents. 

 
Roy S Ewan moved to adopt Proposal 25, seconded by Mike Roscovius.  Bear baiting within a 1/2 
mile of a school. Motion failed 0 to 12. 
Comments:  This would of passed if it said just said schools or businesses; it’s too restrictive. 
 
Bruce Dickerson moved to adopt Proposal 28, seconded by Mike Roscovius.  Elimination of Non-
resident hunters.  Motion failed 0 to 12. 
 

Comments: Lack of impact on the resource and good economic impact on local economy. 
 
Proposal 29 and 30:  No action, see Proposal 28. 
 
Chuck moved to adopt Proposal 35, seconded by Bruce Dickerson.  Motion failed 0 to 12 
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Comments: Leaves too much room for abuse.  Not an issue, if trapper gets word out that he 
can’t make it out for another month, he reports his take and brings hides in for tagging as 
soon as he can. 

 
Proposal 36; see Proposal 35. 
 
Proposal 37-- No action. 
Proposal 38 -- No action. 
Proposal 39 – No action. 
Proposal 40 – No action 
 
Bruce Dickerson moved to adopt Proposal 41, seconded by Mike Roscovius Motion fails 0 to 12.  
 

Comments: Allows hunter to determine that meat is inedible.  This encourages abuse and 
wanton waste.  There are already regulations in place to take care of inedible meat.   

 
Loren Bell moved to adjourn. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:35 PM 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Karen Linnell 
Secretary 
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Central Peninsula Fish & Game Advisory Committee  
Meeting Minutes of January 13, 2010  
   
Members Present:  David Martin, Steve Vanek, Teague Vanek, John McCombs, Doug 
Blossom, Clyde Clucas, Mike Schuster, Max Fjelstad, Gary Dieman, Richard Mondor  
   
Members Absent Excused:  Jeff Berger, Terry Hepner  
   
Meeting began at 7:  pm.  
   
Public Present:  Greg Encelewski (SC RAC), Janet Clucas, Mark Clucas, Nancy 
Hilstrand  
   
ADF&G Present:  Sherry Wright  
   
Minutes of the January 26, 2009 meeting were reviewed and approved. Update on 
correspondence was given.   
   
Announcements of upcoming deadlines were made.   
   
A response from Doug Vincent Lang regarding removing the Kenai Peninsula Brown 
Bear from the Species of Special Concern list.   
   
Nominations were as follows:  Doug Blossom, Teague Vanek, Max Fjelstad, Greg 
Encelewski, Richard Mondor  
   
Doug Blossom moved nominations cease.  John McCombs 2nd.   
   
Elections were held with the following results:  Doug Blossom, Teague Vanek and Max 
Fjelstad were elected for three years.  Greg Encelewski and Richard Mondor were elected 
for one year alternate seats.  
   
Board of Game Statewide Proposal comments  
   
Discussion of Board of Game cycle changes proposed.  Concern of the game cycles lack 
of ability to address concerns.  The petition and agenda change request are still avenues 
to address these concerns.   It would mean a much longer time before we can have 
effective input.   
   
There is support for one proposal book per year, but keep the two year cycle.  The 
deadline May 10 was acceptable.   
   
Doug Blossom moved to accept part A (one book) and not part B (three year cycle).  
Mike Schuster 2nd.    11-0 Support  
   
Proposal 1              Action Taken:  0-11 Opposed  
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Comment:  In hunter education, a cross bow is treated essentially like a rifle.  They can 
be used in the general hunting season.  Only if you are hunting in the archery only hunt, 
are you required to fulfill the educational requirement.   
   
Proposal 2              Action Taken: No action  
Comment  Based on Prop 3  
Proposal 3              Action Taken:  Support 11-0  
Comment  This is a housekeeping proposal.  We agree with simplifying and clarifying 
the reporting requirements.  
   
   
Proposal 4              Action Taken:  5-6 Opposed  
Comment:  If this is the only data the department will get.  If the data is needed that’s 
fine, but another burden on the hunter is not needed.  Better records are good to have in 
times of poor productivity in the populations, allowing studies to be ongoing.  If the 
department had put this proposal in, there would have been additional support.  This will 
just be more cost.  For many years this was not deemed necessary.  
   
Proposal 5              Action Taken: 0 – 11 Opposed  
Comment  This is just putting another tag into a family.  Ten is young enough and they 
should be with a family member that young anyhow.  It’s fine the way it is.  
   
Proposal 6              Action Taken:  0-11 Opposed  
Amend:  add a requirement to show Fish & Game employee identification in lieu of an 
enforcement badge.     Vote on the amendment 8 – 3 Support  
     Amendment may lead to approval.   
Comment:  There is a concern that this would put a lot of untrained people in positions of 
authority and may create more confusion than good.  Employees should have some 
training so they know what they are doing and for safety for themselves.  There is a 
safety concern of an untrained individual’s potential reaction (or over-reaction) and a 
concern of abuse.  There is a recognized need for increased enforcement.  
   
Proposal 7              Action Taken:  11-0 Support  
Comment:  It makes sense to recognize a permanent disability as permanent.   
   
Proposal 8              Action Taken:  No action  
Comment:  Proxy is under Title 16.  
   
Proposal 9              Action Taken: 0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  There are other opportunities to get permits.  
   
Proposal 10              Action Taken: 0-11 Opposed  
Comment:  Brown bear baiting is currently only done in predator control areas.   
   
Proposal 11a              Action Taken:  11-0 Support  
Amend: as amended by the department to read “game” and requirement of a permit  
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Comment:  This will help clean up abuse of this regulation and is not anticipated to 
increase harvest.   A permit will be required prior to harvest.  A  
   
Proposal 13              Action Taken:  No action  
Comment:  Based on Proposal 11 action  
   
Proposal 15-17, 19-22              Action Taken:  0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  Do not support the expansion of foreign species into Alaska, especially 
snakes and monkeys.  These animals can bring in diseases and displace the natural 
species.   
   
Proposal 18              Action Taken:  11-0  Support  
Comment:  Agree with the department.  
   
Proposal 23              Action Taken:  0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  Why  not?  Telling a bunch of people they can’t participate in this program 
has nothing to do with guiding.  It is discriminatory.  
   
Proposal 24              Action Taken:  11-0  Support  
Comment:  This liberalizes the ability to harvest predators and they agree with the 
department.   
   
Proposal 25              Action Taken:  11-0 Support  
Comment:  Good to alleviate bad press.  It is an appropriate clarification with the intent 
of the law and they agree with the department.  
   
Proposal 26              Action Taken:  0-11  Oppose  
Comment:  If the objective is to take out predators, it should be allowed.  Would rather 
that brown bears were added to the harvest.   
   
Proposal 27              Action Taken: 0 -11 Oppose  
Comment:  Anyone should be able to be trained and authorized by the department to use 
snares.  
   
Proposal 28              Action Taken:  0 – 11 Oppose  
Comment:  The goal of the state needs to be to continue predator control permanently and 
allow for the determination of the allowable amounts available for harvest.  This would 
create one more hurdle for the state to create a predator control area and should be done 
area by area.  
   
Proposal 29              Action Taken:  0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  This adds restrictions to the existing regulations and is similar to Prop 28.   
   
Proposal 30              Action Taken: 0 – 11 Oppose  
Comment:  Same comments as Prop 28.  
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Proposal 31              Action Taken:  0-11 Opposed  
Comment:  Use of the words “may do” makes it difficult to support.  If there is a problem 
with helicopters, it can be addressed at that time.  Eliminating the people who are actively 
eliminating predators is counter-intuitive to the program.  There may also be people 
fishing at this time, so all helicopters may not be for this program.  This should have been 
two separate proposals, rather than two issues combined as one.  
   
Proposal 32              Action Taken:  11-0 Support  
Comment:  This will create predator control and we support it and the department.  
   
Proposal 33              Action Taken:  11-0  
Comment:  Scientific analysis of the carrying capacity has shown a lower number is 
needed.  
   
Proposal 34              Action Taken:  11-0 Support  
Amend:  Action items need to be added as follows:  Include methods and techniques used 
in Unit 16 for predator control, reclassify black bears as furbearers, need more access on 
federal lands for bear baiting and predator control. Justifications for having predator 
control includes eliminating the forked horn moose harvest for two years in 15A, increase 
the bear harvest bag limit to 5, elimination of non-resident hunting for a two year period, 
consider hiring professional hunters and trappers on federal land, as done in Lower 48 
and see that it is accelerated, writing a letter to the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge (Andy 
Lorenger is the new refuge manager) requesting cooperation, open up more bear baiting 
whether black bear or brown, issue 50 brown bear permits for Unit 15. Predator 
management should also be extended to units 15 B and 15C using the above techniques..   
Comment:  Moose have not met their population objective in the last 10 of 11 years.  
State land is very limited in this area.  Cooperation between land managers will be 
needed if any improvement in moose populations is to be expected in 15A.   
   
Proposal 35              Action Taken: 0 -11 Oppose  
Comment:  Support the ability of the department to gather information.  
   
Proposal 36              Action Taken: 0 – 11 Oppose  
Comment:  Same reasons as Proposal 35  
   
Proposal 37              Action Taken: 0-11 Oppose  
Comment   Same reasons as Proposal 35  
   
Proposal 38              Action Taken:  11-0 Supported as amended  
Amend:  Eliminate the non-profit organization   
Comment:  Part of the objectives stated for 15A is controling predators.  By reclassifying 
black bears as furbearers any part of the animal can be sold including the gall-bladder.  
Alaska has one of the easiest laws regarding gifting a gall bladder. If you can give 
someone a gall-bladder, then why not be able to sell it?    
   
Proposal 39              Action Taken:  11-0 Support  
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Comment:  Proposals that will increase the harvest of bears is a good thing at this time.  
   
Proposal 40              Action Taken:  6-5 Support  
Comment:  A trophy is a dollar investment that in times of economic hardships a person 
should be allowed to recover the cost.  It is not believed this would increase harvest 
because there is a bag limit. Five were opposed to selling mounts.   
   
Proposal 41              Action Taken: 0-11 Opposed  
Comment:  Disease is not defined.  There have been instances of meat that is not 
appealing, but is still edible.  Agree with the department.  
   
Proposal 42              Action Taken: 0 -11 Opposed  
Comment:  Waste is already defined.   
   
Proposal 43              Action Taken: 0 – 11 Opposed  
Comment:  Agree with the department.  
   
Proposal 46              Action Taken: 11-0  Support  
Comment:  Crossbows need a definition  
   
Proposal 47              Action Taken: 0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  Agree with the department  
   
Proposal 48              Action Taken: 0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  This creates a loophole in the regulation based on what position you hold the 
skull.   
   
Proposal 49              Action Taken:  0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  This is currently the standard operating practice.  Support department 
position.  
   
Proposal 50              Action Taken: 0-11 Oppose  
Comment:  This may do away with public participation  if it is out of cycle and out of the 
area being dealt with at the time. Issues should be brought up using the established BoG 
process on the regular 2 year cycle.  
   
Proposal 51              Action Taken: 11-0 Support  
Comment:  This is a housekeeping proposal.   
   
Proposal 52              Action Taken:  10-1 Support  
Comment:  The proponent attended the meeting.  She has been putting in proposals on 
sea ducks since 1982.  There is no agency of the state that gathers information on the sea 
ducks specifically.  5 years of surveys have been compiled for Kachemak Bay, which is a 
critical habitat area.  The hopes of a management plan so the 15 species can be separately 
studied and managed is the goal.  Sea ducks are a sporting harvest or for trophy, they are 
not a food animal.  There have been several reports put out by several interest groups 
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noting the decline.  If your limit is two birds, it’s unlikely a person would have the 
incentive to run a guided operation.  This is a conservative measure to reduce the harvest 
until it can be studied.  
   
Committee approved to send the chair or his designee to the Statewide BOG meeting.  
Next meeting will be 2nd Wednesday of February at 7 pm at Ninilchik School to prepare 
comments on BOF Statewide proposals.  Meeting adjourned at 11:45 pm.   
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Kenai/Soldotna Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
January 13, 2010 
Draft Minutes 
 
6:32PM 
 
Present; Crawford, Shadura II, Brandt, Vandevere, Mandurano, Corr, Bernecker, Payne, 
Bucy, Ermold, Darby, Joseph, Maher, and Foust. Darch and Eggemeyer present not 
voting. Absent Tappan, Carmichael, and Dykema. 
 
Guests; Jeff Seelinger ADF&G, Ted Spraker BOG, and Nancy Hillstrand. 
 
Board of Game Statewide Proposal comments 
 
Shadura II moved to adopt proposal 3, Corr seconded. Housekeeping, unanimous consent 
14/0/0. 
 
Ermold moved to adopt proposal 5, Maher seconded. Pro; if a child that young is able to 
pass the Hunter education class than they should be able to participate. Objection: Just 
another avenue to put a moose in the freezer. 1/13/0 motion failed. 
 
Shadura II moved to adopt proposal 6, Corr seconded. Corr moved to amend the proposal 
to include an employee of Department Uof Fish & GameU or a peace officer Uafter 
presenting official credentialsU, Vandevere seconded. Unanimous consent on the 
amendment. 14/0/0. Unanimous consent on proposal 6 as amended. 14/0/0 
 
Shadura II moved to adopt proposal 18, Corr seconded. 13/1/0. Objection; the right to 
have a pet. 
 
Corr moved to adopt proposal 22, Brandt seconded. 1/12/1, pro; recognized as domestic 
animal and people should be allowed to choose their pets. Objection: concern about 
behavior of exotic pets and diseases that could be brought into the State. 
Maher moved to adopt proposal 24, Corr seconded. 13/0/1, abstention; not enough 
knowledge. 
 
Crawford moved to adopt proposal 23, Maher seconded. Maher made and amendment 
and withdrew before finishing. Unanimous consent. Someone’s occupation should not 
disallow them in participating in a legal activities.  The AC supports the idea that aerial 
shooting of wolves is an important part of intensive predator management and should not 
be limited to specific persons. 
 
Seelinger spoke to proposal 34 submitted by ADF&G, he gave pertinent history and data 
regarding the intent. 
Brandt moved to adopt proposal 34, Vandevere seconded. Discussion within the 
committee to see that ADF&G is supported on this proposal. Comments are attached in a 
letter to Board Supports. 
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Crawford moved to adopt proposal 38, Corr seconded. 0/14/0 
Nancy Hillstrand is the composer of proposal 52, she gave pertinent history and data 
regarding the intent. 
 
Corr moved to adopt proposal 39, Maher seconded. 11/2/1, pro; allows for use of hides, 
Objection; harvested animals should be fully utilized. 
 
Brandt moved to adopt proposal 52, Vandevere seconded.  Crawford made an 
amendment to the proposal; change to 6 seaducks per day 12 in possession, 1 of which 
can be common eider, 2 schoter, 2 golden eye, 2 long tail, 2 harlequin, Shadura II 
seconded. Maher made an amendment to the amendment to up the limit to 4 golden eye, 
4 longtail and 4 harlequin with bag limit to be 6 per day 12 in possession, Corr seconded. 
Shadura II called the question on the amendment to the amendment. 1/9/4, Motion failed. 
Corr made an amendment to the amendment to change the bag limit to 10 per day, Maher 
seconded. Vandevere called the question on the amendment to the amendment. 5/9/0, 
motion failed.  Maher made and amendment to the amendment to change the bag limit to 
8, Corr seconded. 6/8/0 Motion failed. Shadura II called the question on the amendment, 
12/0/2. Abstention; bag limit to restrictive. Crawford asked for unanimous consent to 
adopt proposal 52 as amended, seeing no objection adoption passes with unanimous 
consent with recommendations for a management plan and studies. 
Chair Crawford requested to travel to Anchorage for the Board of Game meeting to 
represent the AC. No objection from the committee.  Shadura II requested to travel to 
Anchorage for the Statewide Board of Fish in March, to be discussed at next meeting. 
 
Next meeting Wednesday February 10, 2010, Statewide Board of Fish proposals. Place to 
be announced. 
 
Brandt moved to adjourn, Corr seconded.  Meeting adjourned 11:00PM 
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Kenai/Soldotna Fish & Game Advisory 
December 2, 2009 
Draft Minutes 
 
Present; Crawford, Shadura II, Brandt, Tappan, Hardy, Bernecker, Payne, Dykema, 
Carmichael. Absent; Vandevere, Hunt, Mandurano, Bucy, Beard, Lucking, Burnett 
 
Tappan moved to support proposal 41, Brandt Seconded. 0/9/1. Abstention: traditional 
customary cultural values should be taken into consideration. 
 
Hardy moved to support proposal 51, Corr Seconded.8/1/1. Objection: creates confusion, 
consistency should be the main issue. 
 
Look at proposal 52 for next meeting, Nancy Hillstrand to speak to this proposal. 
 
Executive Session. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
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Kenai/Soldotna Fish & Game  
Advisory Committee  

 

 
Sean Parnell, Governor 
 
Kenai/Soldotna Advisory 
Mike Crawford, Chair 
P.O. Box 2067 
Soldotna, AK  99669   
(907) 260-9210 
creditcardmike@yahoo.com 

 
January 14, 2010 
 
Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK  99811-5526 
 
Board Members, 
 
The Kenai/Soldotna Fish & Game Advisory Committee (K/SF&GAC) gives its full support to the 
development and implementation of an intensive management plan to increase the moose population in 
Unit 15A. We recommend the population and harvest objectives as outlined in Proposal 34 – 5 AAC 
92.125. Predation Control Areas Implementation Plans, and recognize that two means are necessary to 
achieve those objectives; intensive predator management measures and continued habitat enhancement 
projects. 
 
The AC recognizes that issues related to limited access, restrictions on means and methods and differences 
in State and Federal regulations within the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge (KNWR) area are not 
consistent with the Alaska Department of Fish & Game (ADF&G) objectives. We support the notion of 
liberalizing any of the restrictive measures on State lands that would further the objectives of this proposal 
and encourage similar, if not identical measures to be taken on in the KNWR, since 80% of Unit 15A is 
located there. We understand that a positive and cooperative working relationship is necessary at both the 
State and local levels. We believe that this is necessary to achieve a goal that all vested parties will benefit 
from. 
 
The K/SF&GAC highly encourages you to make any necessary adjustments in policy or regulation to 
further achieve the objectives of this proposal. We recognize the needs for an intensive and timely 
coordinated predator management plan and for habitat enhancement as an effort to increase and sustain the 
moose population in 15A. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this proposal and the K/SF&GAC would be willing 
to assist in further recommendations if so desired. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Mike Crawford, Chair 
Kenai/Soldotna Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
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Upper Kobuk and Noatak/Kivalina AC Joint teleconference meeting 
Thursday, January 14th, 2010, 6:00 p.m. 
Draft minutes, 2 pages 
 
Upper Kobuk AC: Marvin Joe Cleveland and Frank Downey in Ambler; Glenn Douglas 
and Warren Douglas in Shungnak. (Long distance phone service down for Kobuk, so 
Elmer and Alex excused.)  Louie Commack called in later. 
Noatak/Kivalina AC: Janet Mills, Eli Mitchell, Melford Booth, Enoch Mitchell in Noatak. 
Joe Swan from Kivalina, joined by Enoch Adams, Jr. and Reppie Barr. 
DFG staff: Susan Bucknell, James Magdanz, Jim Dau, and Charlotte Westing in 
Kotzebue; Jim Menard by phone from Nome. 
Department of Public Safety: Eric Lorring 
 
Fisheries 
BOF Proposal 68 Carried unanimously 
Jim Magdanz explained the proposal. 
Frank Downey said he strongly supports it because on the upper Kobuk they consider 
rod and reel as a subsistence method. They don't do catch-and-release, people are 
fishing for food to eat fresh or dry or put in the freezer. Every fish is used. Prices are 
so high for fuel, it's efficient to fish from the bank. Many people don't have boats to set 
nets anyway, and the price of nets is high too.  
 
Glenn Douglas said he agrees 100 per cent, they do the same thing in Shungnak. 
 
Reppie Barr said in summer Kivalina people take home a lot of fish with rod and reel. 
A lot of people don't have boats. 
 
Eli Mitchell said we strongly support this also. Particularly since Noatak doesn't get 
barge service,  everything is flown in and the price of fuel and everything is very high. 
 
Frank Downey said they rod and reel in the spring for sheefish when it's too warm to 
hang the sheefish to dry. Hardly for grayling at all, and later on they use nets for 
salmon and whitefish. 
 
Jim Menard explained that the department is neutral. Rod and reel is legal in northern 
Norton Sound, with sport fish bag limits. If it becomes legal subsistence gear, all 
Alaska residents will qualify. It works well in northern Norton Sound. Southern Norton 
Sound put in a proposal similar to this one, but excepting Unalakleet River. The 
department would expect sport fish bag limits to apply if the board passes this. 
 
Joe Swan said rod and reel is easier for him; it takes a lot of people to seine. He finds 
it hard to believe you can be penalized for using rod and reel for subsistence. His 
daughter was cited for that.  
Joe said in June you can't really use nets because there's 24-hour daylight, the river 
is crystal clear, (unless it rains) and fish don't hit the nets. 
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Frank Downey will travel to the BOF meeting for Upper Kobuk, and Noatak/Kivalina 
will select someone. 
 
Wildlife 
Jim Dau discussed the pilot orientation. Frank Downey said it would be better to sit 
down together with a map to discuss it. 
Frank said it's pretty hard to hunt up river when a small plane is starting to circle and 
scaring your game away. 
Discussion of sending out maps to communities to specify areas of concern. Maps will 
go to the IRAs in villages. 
There was discussion of what activities are legal on the Wulik and Kivalina Rivers, 
and about controlled use areas. 
enoch Mitchell said that with the low bull count, he's concerned about the 2 caribou 
limit for nonresidents. JIm Dau said there was no problem witht he bull/cow ratio last 
time they counted but a lot of people have mentioned that, so they'll look next fall. 
Joe Swan asked about Kivalina getting a permit to get a muskox for Thanksgiving, 
and Charlotte said there is no potluck provision for muskox. 
 
Proposal 41 No action 
Jim said there's a hole in the regulations re sick animals. He's been in the region 20 
years and always heard that people were taught to leave a sick animal. But that can 
get you cited. 
Enoch asked about rabies in caribou. Jim said there's been a couple documented 
cases, in reindeer or caribou. It's not legal to cull a sick animal. 
Eric Lorring encouraged people to bring in meat, just cut out any bad parts. Jim 
agreed, and to let F&G or Eric know; he's really like to see a sample, or take a picture, 
let them know. 
 
Proposal 47 No action 
There was some discussion of snowy owl population and subsistence use. 
 
Jim Dau reminded people he wants caribou jaws, and he can donate gas to Search 
and Rescue or a culture camp, for example, in exchange. 
 
Joe asked for Reppie Barr and Enoch Adams, Jr. to be added to the committee. 
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Kotzebue Fish and Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, January 12, at 7:00 p.m. 

Northwest Arctic Borough Assembly Chambers. 
 
Draft minutes 
 
Meeting called to order approximately 7:15 p.m. 
Quorum established with Pete Schaeffer, Pierre Lonewolf, Alex Whiting, Victor 
Karmun and Allen Upicksoun. Excused: John Goodwin travelling to a meeting, 
Mike Kramer at Red Dog. 
DFG staff: Charlotte Westing, Jim Dau, Jim Magdanz, Susan Bucknell. 
Brandon Scanlon by phone from Fairbanks, Jim Menard by phone from Nome. 
Brandon Saito, USFWS, Tom Okleasik, Northwest Arctic Borough and Cyrus 
Harris, Maniilaq Traditional Foods Program. 
 
Fisheries 
Proposal 68 Carries 5/0 
Jim Magdanz reviewed the department comments. Jim Menard described the 
situation in Norton Sound, with the northern area having adopted rod and reel 
for subsistence a few years back, and southern Norton Sound proposing it this 
year, but excluding the Unalakleet drainage. 
Alex said that people do use rod and reel for subsistence and it should be 
legal. 
Pete asked why Unalakleet would want to opt out. Menard said there's a lodge 
and a lot of sport fishing traffic flying in. 
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Alex said people who fly in to fish would have a sportfish license anyway; 
remove the administrative hassle for people local people by recognizing the 
fishery for what it is.  
Menard said the concern was that people would load up, so sport fish bag 
limits were applied. 
Alex said applying sport fish bag limits for a subsistence fishery is a 
concession by the people who are fishing as a subsistence activity, but 
acceptable to counter the risk of people abusing the opportunity.  
Tom Okleasik said that Unalakleet River has a really big king salmon run, that 
was probably the concern down there. 
 
Wildlife 
Jim Dau asked for specific ideas for the pilot orientation. He said it will be 
primarily through the Internet, but has to be in printable form also.  
Alex suggested Jim draft a skeleton document to circulate for people to fill in 
suggestions. Pierre said he will email Jim his suggestions. 
Alex asked about what kind of requirements the park service or the Selawik 
Refuge have. Brandon Saito said 2,000 feet is suggested over the refuge. 
Pierre mentioned one time he and Victor counted six planes in an hour at 500 
feet or less, from where they were hunting. 
Allen said the commercial limit is 500 feet. Eric Lorring said it's a 500 foot 
bubble in all directions. 
Tom Okleasik said he'd like the orientation to include the borough permitting 
regs. Also the North Slope Borough permitting regs, as part of Unit 23 is in the 
North Slope Borough. Many of the complaints the borough gets are about 
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people operating in areas they're not supposed to be in. He said they had 
reports of same day airborne caribou taken on the Dall Creek airstrip. 
There was discussion of hunting on, from or across a landing strip; Eric 
Lorring said that sounds citable. 
People discussed the size of numbers of aircraft. Alex said putting big 
numbers on aircraft, and getting the pilot orientation, can be a good thing for a 
pilot to show goodwill and avoid blame if other planes are causing problems.  
More discussion. Jim will circulate a draft pilot orientation by March, and get 
something online by August, maybe even July, for sheep hunting season. 
Eric Lorring said we need better maps to show the complex land ownership. 
 
Charlotte Westing reviewed wildlife proposals. 
Proposal 35 and 36 Failed 0/5 
Charlotte said the tooth data really helps the department monitor the bear 
population. Alex said it's not a burden for those leaving the region to go to 
F&G for sealing. Pierre agreed. 
 
Proposal 38 Failed 0/5 
Slippery slope... 
 
Proposal 39 Failed 0/5 
 
Proposal 40 Failed 0/5 
 
Proposal 41 Passed as amended, 5/0 
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There was much discussion. Alex said he supports the concept of the 
department addressing the issue of diseased meat, to clarify the definition of 
edible meat since everybody knows that occasionally diseased meat occurs 
and nobody eats it. 
Tom Okleasik said the borough is very concerned, and totally opposes 41 
unless it's amended. He said if meat is left because of disease, antlers must 
be left also. 
Alex said the definition of edible meat should reflect reality and what  people 
would actually eat. 
JIm Dau reviewed four department ideas to amend the proposal: 
Alex said that sounded like a good definition, he would support those 
amendments. Tom said he's still very concerned about the trophy aspect, not 
addressed in the department amendment. 
Amended to include four points from the department comments; 
-disease means transmissible to people 
-only leave diseased parts, bring in the rest 
-apply only to caribou, and only in 23 and 26A 
-hunter is required to report to DPS within 48 hours 
-- and also that antlers can't be taken if the meat is left (this was included as 
an amendment in response to the NWAB’s concern that trophy hunters would 
abuse this in order to not salvage meat from the field). 
 
Proposal 42 No Action 
 
Proposal 43 Fails 0/5 
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Proposal 47 Fails 0/5 
 
Proposed BOG schedule changes 
People discussed using emergency closures and agenda change requests, if 
the BOG goes to a three-year cycle. Pete said that he was disappointed the 
BOG raised the non-resident bag limit before the results of last summer's 
caribou count was available. Pete said every advisory committee in this region 
opposed the change in the bag limit. The one-caribou limit was working well to 
reduce user conflict. It would have been good to see if the herd is declining or 
stable or what, before making any change. The feeling in some areas of the 
region is that the herd was very spread out, and didn't go to the usual places. 
 
Action item: Committee moved to draft a letter to the Alaska Board of Game 
about these concerns.  
 
Next meeting: For advisory committee elections, and to discuss the NPS 
caribou collaring project. Probably mid-March. 
 
Charlotte brought up a hunter education project, using interested people in the 
community to address care of meat, hunter ethics, firearm safety, water 
safety, hypothermia and first aid. They want to have six stations, rotate eighth 
graders through them, April 15th at the high school. There will be a meeting 
soon to line out teachers for each group, then the groups can work out the 
details for their presentations. 
 
Adjourn about 9:15pm 
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Members Present:  Billy Coulliette, Dr James Givens, George Heim, John Pearson, Karl 
Romig,  Bob Overman, Kyle Kolodziejski, Robert Gibson, Gerald Neis 
 
Members Absent Excused:  Mike Adams, Colin Lowe, Erik Fish 
 
Public Present:  Joel Norris, Ed Holsten   
 
ADF&G Staff Present:  Sherry Wright 
 
Meeting began at 6:01 pm with approval of the agenda and minutes of previous meeting.   
 
Election Nominees were as follows:   Colin Lowe, Bob Overman, Billy Coulliette, Erick 
Fish, Kyle Kolodziejski, Gerald Neis, John Pearson, Ed Holsten 
 
Motion was made to approve all the nominees for membership by James Givens.  2nd by 
Gerald Neis.  Motion carried. 
 
Election results were as follows:  Billy Coulliette, Gerald Neis, Bob Overman and John 
Pearson were elected for three year seats, Kyle Kolodziejski, Colin Lowe and Ed 
Holstein were elected for two year seats, and Erik Fish was elected as a one year 
alternate. 
 
Board of Game Statewide proposal comments 
 
Board cycle – There was general agreement with the annual proposal deadline and the 
three year cycle.    
 
Proposal 1 Action Taken  0-10 Oppose 
Comments:  Don’t deem this is necessary.  If arrows were identified it could be traced if a 
wounded animal was in the field.   
 
Proposal 2  Action Taken 9 -2 Support 
Comments:  Support because black bear harvest ticket just started to be required recently.  
It’s just one more thing people have to be aware of.  Agree that this may impact 
incidental harvest in an area that is looking to reduce predators.  Bears still need to be 
sealed.  This is just another layer of bureaucracy.  Opposition felt it gives better 
information and management control.  
 
Proposal 3 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments:  Agree this is housekeeping. 
 
Proposal 4 Action Taken 9-1 Support as amended 
Amend:  Use sample surveys for all species for which harvest tickets are given and 
eliminate the harvest report based on department rationale for deer   
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  9-1 on the amendment   (opposing vote on the amendment felt it would create 
inconsistency in management statistics compared to other species and loss of 
management tool). 
Comments:  This is just one more thing department will have to do and cover the cost.  If 
you are going to take data, might as well take data on everything.   
 
Proposal 5 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments: Children have different levels of maturity.  This would allow another harvest 
ticket (potentially) for the home.  They would still need to pass a hunter ed class.    
 
Proposal 6 Action Taken 2-6-2 Oppose  
Comments:  There is a reason game officials have a gun.  This is pretty broad and would 
have untrained people trying to do this job.  There is support for better enforcement and 
this might be a method of identifying problems for law enforcement.  There is 
opportunity for staff to get enforcement training if they desire to do so.  There is also 
potential for more legal battles.  Some form of identification would be needed.      
 
Proposal 7 Action Taken  10-0 Support 
Comments:  Permanent is the key word here.   
 
Proposal 8 Action Taken 0-10 Oppose 
Comments:  Discussion of what is immediate family.  There is no disability requirement, 
so there was concern of abuse.   
  
Proposal 9 Action Taken 0-10 Oppose 
Comments This could be easily abused. 
 
Proposal 10 Action Taken 0-10 Oppose 
Comments:  This would be an abuse of brown bear and others may take advantage of the 
bait site.   
 
Proposal 11 Action Taken 10-0 Support as amended 
Amend:  as amended by the department to “game” 
Comments:  Department amendment to “game” will allow those participating in this 
harvest to practice their religious ceremonies.    
 
Proposal 12-14 Action Taken No action 
Comments:  No action based on the action taken on Proposal 11 
 
Proposal 15-17, 19-22 Action Taken:  0-10 Oppose  
Comments:  Concern of invasive species and disease was expressed. 
 
Proposal 18 Action Taken:  10-0 Support 
Comments:  Chimpanzees are extremely dangerous.  A recent news article about the 
animal attacking an adult and could tear off their arm.  They are not predictable.   
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Proposal 23 Action Taken  0-10 Oppose 
Comments  This would eliminate the most efficient group involved in predator control.  
If the rationale is there to do it, anyone who is interested should be able to participate.   
 
Proposal 24 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments  This is a predator control area and this would make it even more effective to 
get it done.  
 
Proposal 25 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments:  It is a good idea, but there was some concern expressed of this being abused 
by anti-trapping or anti-hunting interests.   
 
Proposal 28 Action Taken 2-8 Oppose 
Comments  The purpose of predator control is to increase the ungulate populations.  
There is not that much impact of hunting by non-residents and these hunters benefit the 
local economy in other ways. If the game is so depressed and a priority has been 
identified for residents, this would reduce at least some of the harvest.    
 
Proposal 29-30 Action Taken  No action 
Comments  No action based on Prop 28 
 
Proposal 32 Action Taken No action 
Comments:  We support the department implementation of predator control plans where 
deemed necessary, but don’t know enough about this area. 
 
Proposal 33 Action Taken No action 
Comments:  We support the department’s concerns about habitat, but don’t know enough 
about this area.   
 
Proposal 34 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments:  Predator control has long been supported by this advisory committee.  This 
proposal doesn’t really say anything specific of what will be done.  The moose 
population is stagnant.  This is seen as a first step in moving toward predator control in 
this area.   
 
Proposal 35 Action Taken  9-1 Support 
Amend:  Add this information to the harvest report 
   9-1 on the amendment 
Comments  The current regulation creates a burden for those who live in more remote 
communities.  This information could be added to the harvest report.  There might be 
abuse of reporting.  
 
Proposal 36 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Amend:  Remove river otter, wolf and wolverine as they are required under federal laws  
   Vote on amendment 10-0 Support 
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Comments:  The department flexibility to gather data if needed.  Marten populations can 
be very temperamental (on Kenai Peninsula) with some areas closed.  Agree with the 
proponent that the sealing requirement is a burden and the information could be gathered 
by the trapper.  Marten and beaver are not such a sensitive species for statistics.   
  
Proposal 37 Action Taken No action 
Comments:  What would happen to those who already own sheep horns?  Some of the 
horns in possession may also be found from death by avalanches or natural causes.   
 
Proposal 38 Action Taken No action 
Comments This might increase poaching as any group can become a non-profit.  
 
Proposal 39 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments:  You should be able to sell a dried hide.  You either did the work, or paid to 
have it done.  You have to pack it out and get it sealed.  This would be a way to get a bit 
of money from your effort.   
 
Proposal 40 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments:  People who move to a smaller house, for example, may want to sell a few 
mounts.  There is a significant investment in processing those animals.   
 
Proposal 41 Action Taken 0 – 9 – 1 Oppose 
Comments:  Could open the door for wanton waste and misinterpretation.   
 
Proposal 42 Action Taken 0-10 Oppose 
Comments:  Too open for interpretation.  Basic issue of being a responsible hunter. 
 
Proposal 43 Action Taken  0-10 Oppose 
Comments:  This one is just ridiculous. 
 
Proposal 46 Action Taken No action 
Comments:  It is not applicable at this time. 
 
Proposal 48 Action Taken  8-3 Support 
Comments:  It’s too hard to judge in the field, depending on conditions.  If you follow the 
outer curve it is easier to judge it.  Would not want this to be the sole method in 
regulation.  This offers another method to judge the horn size.  360 degree is a 
straightforward number, but straight line is not so much.    
 
Proposal 51 Action Taken 10-0 Support 
Comments:  Adds another day to trap.  
 
Proposal 52 Action Taken 0-9-1 Oppose 
Comments:  Believe the birds may have moved to other areas.  It doesn’t appear to be a 
conservation concern at this time.   
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Cooper Landing Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Meeting Minutes of January 15, 2010 
 

Page 5 of 5 

Cooper Landing Walkable Community Project – potential impact on fish & wildlife:   
In the verbiage it’s walkable community, but from Mile 45 to the Russian River ferry, 
there are a lot of positive impact pertaining to fish and game with road modifications.  
This would create a nice safe pathway that would be great for wildlife viewing.  The 
tourists who come would have access to the boat launch.  .  The committee would like the 
opportunity to review details of the plans as they develop with minimal impact of the 
resources and support the concept.  The chair would like to send a letter of support in 
reference to its positive impact on fish and game 
 
Hydro Electric projects:  Carter, Crescent, Grant, Ptarmigan Lakes – Grant Lake and 
Falls Creek are the ones left on the table.  Until they can get about $40 million funding 
they are on a holding pattern.  We know what happened at Cooper Creek when the power 
plant went in there.   
 
ADF&G study methods and impacts on the river– An issue of concern was expressed at a 
meeting yesterday regarding netting the kings which is a project of stock identification 
Most of the fish caught just swim away.  In times of decline in the Russian River, they 
can take samples of fish getting caught in nets in different places and it helps them decide 
management goals by taking a fin clip to gather genetic data.   
 
Using shrimp as bait in their gathering in July also was seen as conflicting with peak 
fishing times for the public.  Barbless hooks with beads would be a preferred method to 
gather, so that minimal damage to the trout would be done.  A copy of the study with 
their methodology would be appreciated.  The local AC would like to be apprised of 
those studies and possible opportunities to help.   
 
DOT overlay project – Resurfacing project from mile 45 to 60 to smooth the road in late 
summer.  Someone from DOT will be at the community meeting being held January 28th 
where issues like fishing seasons and specific times that greater conflict would occur can 
be addressed and brought to light.   
 
Next meeting February 23 at 6 pm at the Community building to discuss Statewide BOF 
proposals and prepare proposals for BOF Cook Inlet. 
 
Upper Kenai River Guides Association – Mona Painter will be the guest speaker on 
history of Cooper Landing and  upper river will be on February 1st at 6 pm at the 
Community Building.     
 
Meeting adjourned at 10:30 pm. 
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Lower Kobuk Advisory Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, December 1, 5:30 pm, by teleconference 
Draft minutes, one page 
 
AC members present:  Larry Westlake, Sr, in Kiana 
Bill Zibell, Ben Sampson, Bobby Wells and Verne Cleveland, in Noorvik 
Upper Kobuk AC was unable to participate because of a funeral in Ambler. 
 
DFG staff in Kotzebue:  Jim Dau, Charlotte Westing, Susan Bucknell 
 
Underway about 4:45 p.m. 
 
Charlotte reviewed the Board of Game actions. 
Jim Dau said he wants input on the new pilot orientation for Unit 23. Larry asked the 
reasons the BOG went to 2 caribou a year for non-residents. 
 
Statewide BOF proposal 41 (formerly proposal 34, definition of edible meat, wasted 
meat). 
Jim said it's a question of the potential for wasted meat weighed against traditional hunting 
practice to leave a sick animal in the field. 
People discussed the current salvage laws. Jim Dau said that the Western Arctic Caribou 
Herd working group is meeting in Anchorage next week, they may discuss salvage. 
Bobby asked if there are diseases that affect a whole animal? Jim said caribou can have 
pneumonia for a long time - the lungs stink, they're extremely skinny. 
Bobby asked if ACs have input to the caribou working group. Jim said the WACH usually 
will make a recommendation, then run it by the ACs and others. 
Bobby asked for an update on the Point Hope case. 
Larry said proposal 41 could provide a loophole to get rid of spoiled meat on a hunt. He 
said if meat is not edible, require the bad parts be brought in to be tested. Jim said he'd like 
to get the samples. Amend the proposal to be just for caribou, maybe. Leave the antlers if 
you leave the meat. 
Bobby asked about the pilot orientation. Susan will get copy of materials out to AC 
members when there's something to review. 
 
BOF Proposal 68  Expand hook and line use for subsistence from Wales to Point Hope. 
People felt they wanted to discuss this with the Upper Kobuk and Noatak/Kivalina 
advisory committees, because those areas are more affected by sport fishing.  
Decided Monday, January 11, to try a joint teleconference with those other two 
committees, to discuss proposal 68. 
 
Adjourn 
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Lower Kobuk Advisory Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, December 1, 5:30 pm, by teleconference 
Draft minutes, one page 
 
AC members present:  Larry Westlake, Sr, in Kiana 
Bill Zibell, Ben Sampson, Bobby Wells and Verne Cleveland, in Noorvik 
Upper Kobuk AC was unable to participate because of a funeral in Ambler. 
 
DFG staff in Kotzebue:  Jim Dau, Charlotte Westing, Susan Bucknell 
 
Underway about 4:45 p.m. 
 
Charlotte reviewed the Board of Game actions. 
Jim Dau said he wants input on the new pilot orientation for Unit 23. Larry asked the 
reasons the BOG went to 2 caribou a year for non-residents. 
 
Statewide BOG proposal 41 (formerly proposal 34, definition of edible meat, wasted 
meat). 
Jim said it's a question of the potential for wasted meat weighed against traditional hunting 
practice to leave a sick animal in the field. 
People discussed the current salvage laws. Jim Dau said that the Western Arctic Caribou 
Herd working group is meeting in Anchorage next week, they may discuss salvage. 
Bobby asked if there are diseases that affect a whole animal? Jim said caribou can have 
pneumonia for a long time - the lungs stink, they're extremely skinny. 
Bobby asked if ACs have input to the caribou working group. Jim said the WACH usually 
will make a recommendation, then run it by the ACs and others. 
Bobby asked for an update on the Point Hope case. 
Larry said proposal 41 could provide a loophole to get rid of spoiled meat on a hunt. He 
said if meat is not edible, require the bad parts be brought in to be tested. Jim said he'd like 
to get the samples. Amend the proposal to be just for caribou, maybe. Leave the antlers if 
you leave the meat. 
Bobby asked about the pilot orientation. Susan will get copy of materials out to AC 
members when there's something to review. 
 
BOF Proposal 68  Expand hook and line use for subsistence from Wales to Point Hope. 
People felt they wanted to discuss this with the Upper Kobuk and Noatak/Kivalina 
advisory committees, because those areas are more affected by sport fishing.  
Decided Monday, January 11, to try a joint teleconference with those other two 
committees, to discuss proposal 68. 
 
Adjourn 
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Kotzebue Fish and Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, January 12, at 7:00 p.m. 

Northwest Arctic Borough Assembly Chambers. 
 
Draft minutes 
 
Meeting called to order approximately 7:15 p.m. 
Quorum established with Pete Schaeffer, Pierre Lonewolf, Alex Whiting, Victor 
Karmun and Allen Upicksoun. Excused: John Goodwin travelling to a meeting, 
Mike Kramer at Red Dog. 
DFG staff: Charlotte Westing, Jim Dau, Jim Magdanz, Susan Bucknell. 
Brandon Scanlon by phone from Fairbanks, Jim Menard by phone from Nome. 
Brandon Saito, USFWS, Tom Okleasik, Northwest Arctic Borough and Cyrus 
Harris, Maniilaq Traditional Foods Program. 
 
Fisheries 
Proposal 68 Carries 5/0 
Jim Magdanz reviewed the department comments. Jim Menard described the 
situation in Norton Sound, with the northern area having adopted rod and reel 
for subsistence a few years back, and southern Norton Sound proposing it this 
year, but excluding the Unalakleet drainage. 
Alex said that people do use rod and reel for subsistence and it should be 
legal. 
Pete asked why Unalakleet would want to opt out. Menard said there's a lodge 
and a lot of sport fishing traffic flying in. 
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Alex said people who fly in to fish would have a sportfish license anyway; 
remove the administrative hassle for people local people by recognizing the 
fishery for what it is.  
Menard said the concern was that people would load up, so sport fish bag 
limits were applied. 
Alex said applying sport fish bag limits for a subsistence fishery is a 
concession by the people who are fishing as a subsistence activity, but 
acceptable to counter the risk of people abusing the opportunity.  
Tom Okleasik said that Unalakleet River has a really big king salmon run, that 
was probably the concern down there. 
 
Wildlife 
Jim Dau asked for specific ideas for the pilot orientation. He said it will be 
primarily through the Internet, but has to be in printable form also.  
Alex suggested Jim draft a skeleton document to circulate for people to fill in 
suggestions. Pierre said he will email Jim his suggestions. 
Alex asked about what kind of requirements the park service or the Selawik 
Refuge have. Brandon Saito said 2,000 feet is suggested over the refuge. 
Pierre mentioned one time he and Victor counted six planes in an hour at 500 
feet or less, from where they were hunting. 
Allen said the commercial limit is 500 feet. Eric Lorring said it's a 500 foot 
bubble in all directions. 
Tom Okleasik said he'd like the orientation to include the borough permitting 
regs. Also the North Slope Borough permitting regs, as part of Unit 23 is in the 
North Slope Borough. Many of the complaints the borough gets are about 
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people operating in areas they're not supposed to be in. He said they had 
reports of same day airborne caribou taken on the Dall Creek airstrip. 
There was discussion of hunting on, from or across a landing strip; Eric 
Lorring said that sounds citable. 
People discussed the size of numbers of aircraft. Alex said putting big 
numbers on aircraft, and getting the pilot orientation, can be a good thing for a 
pilot to show goodwill and avoid blame if other planes are causing problems.  
More discussion. Jim will circulate a draft pilot orientation by March, and get 
something online by August, maybe even July, for sheep hunting season. 
Eric Lorring said we need better maps to show the complex land ownership. 
 
Charlotte Westing reviewed wildlife proposals. 
Proposal 35 and 36 Failed 0/5 
Charlotte said the tooth data really helps the department monitor the bear 
population. Alex said it's not a burden for those leaving the region to go to 
F&G for sealing. Pierre agreed. 
 
Proposal 38 Failed 0/5 
Slippery slope... 
 
Proposal 39 Failed 0/5 
 
Proposal 40 Failed 0/5 
 
Proposal 41 Passed as amended, 5/0 
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There was much discussion. Alex said he supports the concept of the 
department addressing the issue of diseased meat, to clarify the definition of 
edible meat since everybody knows that occasionally diseased meat occurs 
and nobody eats it. 
Tom Okleasik said the borough is very concerned, and totally opposes 41 
unless it's amended. He said if meat is left because of disease, antlers must 
be left also. 
Alex said the definition of edible meat should reflect reality and what  people 
would actually eat. 
JIm Dau reviewed four department ideas to amend the proposal: 
Alex said that sounded like a good definition, he would support those 
amendments. Tom said he's still very concerned about the trophy aspect, not 
addressed in the department amendment. 
Amended to include four points from the department comments; 
-disease means transmissible to people 
-only leave diseased parts, bring in the rest 
-apply only to caribou, and only in 23 and 26A 
-hunter is required to report to DPS within 48 hours 
-- and also that antlers can't be taken if the meat is left (this was included as 
an amendment in response to the NWAB’s concern that trophy hunters would 
abuse this in order to not salvage meat from the field). 
 
Proposal 42 No Action 
 
Proposal 43 Fails 0/5 
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Proposal 47 Fails 0/5 
 
Proposed BOG schedule changes 
People discussed using emergency closures and agenda change requests, if 
the BOG goes to a three-year cycle. Pete said that he was disappointed the 
BOG raised the non-resident bag limit before the results of last summer's 
caribou count was available. Pete said every advisory committee in this region 
opposed the change in the bag limit. The one-caribou limit was working well to 
reduce user conflict. It would have been good to see if the herd is declining or 
stable or what, before making any change. The feeling in some areas of the 
region is that the herd was very spread out, and didn't go to the usual places. 
 
Action item: Committee moved to draft a letter to the Alaska Board of Game 
about these concerns.  
 
Next meeting: For advisory committee elections, and to discuss the NPS 
caribou collaring project. Probably mid-March. 
 
Charlotte brought up a hunter education project, using interested people in the 
community to address care of meat, hunter ethics, firearm safety, water 
safety, hypothermia and first aid. They want to have six stations, rotate eighth 
graders through them, April 15th at the high school. There will be a meeting 
soon to line out teachers for each group, then the groups can work out the 
details for their presentations. 
 
Adjourn about 9:15pm 
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